Open Classes ~ 2019 MBG “Come Weave with Us” – June 4, 2019

7" L x 7" W x 5" H
Advanced Beginner

10" L x 2 1/2" W x 14" H w/o handle
Beginner

6" L x 2 1/2" W x 13" H w/o handle
Beginner

Harvey

Debbie Hurd

Cat Fancy

Bonnie Rideout

Snow Flurries

Fun, fast and easy little basket to weave.
Basic weaving techniques are used: laying
out square base, locking row, start/stop
weaving, triple twining, double lashing.
The X’s add a little extra to make this
basket fun. Color at class time.
Additional tools needed: Weave Rite™
small bent tip packer & spoke weight

Do you love cats? You will love Cat
Fancy! Cat Fancy is woven on a "Quick
Weave" handle so they are super fun and
super fast to weave. The accent color is
Moss Green. Pretty homespun fabric is
included to dress up the rim. The wood
veneer strip is hand-stamped and a metal
embellishment complete the basket. Fun
for any weaving level.

Get a jump on the holidays with this
pretty wall basket. It is woven on a 'Quick
Weave' handle so it is super fun and super
fast! Two pretty blues complement the
snowman embellishment. There will be a
variety of embellishments to choose from
at class.
Additional tool needed: Metal spoke
weight is handy.

Class: TH-2-1
Thursday
1:00-3:00

Class: TH-2-2
Thursday
1:00-3:00

Class: TH-2-3
Thursday
3:30-5:30

$ 28.00
2 Hrs.

Bonnie Rideout

$ 30.00
2 Hrs.

$ 25.00
2 Hrs.

3 3/4" L x 1 1/2" W
Beginner

18" L x 15" W x 20" H, seat 9" H
Beginner

18" L x 15" W x 20" H, seat 9" H
Advanced Beginner

Tear Drop

Double Heart Toddler's Rocker
with Shaker Tape

Toddler's Double Heart Rocker
with Rush

Nice size for that growing child. Built very
sturdy, rocks smoothly with security
rockers to help prevent rocking too hard.
Weave a heart, twill or checkerboard in
the seat. You will learn two weaves, one
on the top side and one weave on the
under side. Rocker comes stained, sealed
and ready to weave.
Additional tools needed: HD packing
tool, spray water bottle & large clamps

Sized for that growing little one. Built very
sturdy, rocks smoothly with security
rockers to help prevent rocking too hard.
Seat woven with paper rush, easy
technique that is easily applied to larger
chairs. Pine rocker stained, sealed, ready
to weave.
Additional tools needed: Long shank
weaving tool or knitting needle, heavy
duty clamps & spray bottle

Class: TH-4-6
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Class: TH-4-7
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Debbie Mroczenski
Start with natural cane and continuously
weave up this teardrop shape. Add a
leather hanger and wood bead and you
have an elegant and unique pendant
necklace. One teardrop will be completed
in class. Included in your kit are supplies
for 2 more teardrops.

Class: TH-2-4
Thursday
3:30-5:30

$ 30.00
2 Hrs.

Steve Atkinson

$ 75.00
4 Hrs.

Steve Atkinson

$ 65.00
4 Hrs.
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12" L x 9" W x 3" H
Intermediate

3 1/2" H x 7" D
Advanced Beginner

4" H x 4" D
Advanced Beginner

Wine and Cheese Tray

Nantucket Dip Bowl

Nantucket Acorn - 4 inch

This tray is made with 38 wine corks on
the stakes to support the weaving rows of
three rod wale and a unique braid. The
colors of green and purple grapes and the
cheese board define its name. The cutting
board and corks are pre-drilled.
Additional tool Needed: Needle nose
pliers

Students will learn how to set up a
Nantucket basket, weave the traditional
over under, then insert a twill design in
the middle then go back to the over under
weave. Stakes & weavers will be cane,
cherry base, and cherry cheater rim. Base,
rim and lid will be pre-finished. You will
insert an acrylic bowl once finished so that
you may use it for dips or other goodies.
Tools will be provided for class use.

Basket is woven with fine, fine cane over
4 mm staves. Begin with a 3 inch base
which is attached to a class mold. Basket
is finished with 4 inch wooden rim.
Additional tool needed: Small pointed
packing tool-bent

Class: TH-4-8
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Class: TH-4-9
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Class: TH-4-10
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Laura Lee Zanger

$ 60.00
4 Hrs.

Jan Beyma

$ 65.00
4 Hrs.

Pat Moore

$ 62.00
4 Hrs.

22" L x 9" W x 3 1/2" H w/o handle
Beginner

9 1/2" L x 6 3/4" W x 3" H
Beginner

Farmhouse Table Basket

Candle Centerpiece
Julie Kleinrath

Mary and Jimmie Earl McKinzie

Students will alternate narrow and wide
spokes to set up an open weave base, then
weave start/stop rows up the sides for this
long, squatty basket. Brown leather
handles will be added to the ends while
rimming. A technique to upset all of the
spokes on the first time around will be
taught and controlling the shape of such a
long basket will be emphasized.
Additional tool needed: Spoke weight

Woven on a pre-stained wood base that a
metal candle holder has been attached to.
The basket is woven in reed adding a
cherry stencil strip to the center. Once the
basket is finished, we will sew waxed
cording to the weaving making an "X"
design to the basket. Kit includes a battery
operated candle and candle ring.
Additional tool needed: Your favorite
packing tool.

Weave a stylish accent basket and
decorate it with a fun embellishment. A
selection of embellishments will be
offered. The basket features a section of
dyed reed at the top to coordinate with
the embellishment.

Class: TH-4-11
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Class: TH-4-12
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Class: TH-4-14
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Dianne Gleixner

$ 57.00
4 Hrs.

$ 40.00
4 Hrs.

6" L x 2" W x 13" H w/handle
Beginner

Welcome Home

$ 28.00
4 Hrs.
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8" L x 5" W x 6" H
Advanced Beginner

7" H x 3 1/2" D
Beginner

10"-12" H x 10"-12" D
Beginner

Diamonds

3D Woven Tree

"Screamer" Gourd

Diamonds starts on an oval oak base with
narrow slot. Dyed and natural spokes
serve as a weaving guide for Diamonds.
Spokes are glued to rim row and lashed
with waxed poly cord. Dynamic Diamond
pattern is woven with dyed bleached cane,
that weaves like leather. There is a
different Diamond on each side, one open
and one closed. Both will be taught.
Additional tool needed: Insta-Cure+™
super glue

This 3D 7-inch tree is partially woven
over a mold, secured to a wooden base,
then completed with a braid around the
base. The tree could be decorated for any
season. The design is an accumulation of
ideas found on the Internet and social
media, primarly posting from Lara
Lawrence. Class materials will include a
mold, star and red pip rope garland.
Additional tools needed: Spray bottle
& lashing tool

These odd looking fellows are called
'Screamers". Made out of gourd, no two
look exactly the same. You will use a
twining weave on mouth with reed. Next
with the use of wax linen, thread and a
simple embroidery stitch, add color and
texture to eyes and mouth. Then watch
how each gourd has his own personality.

Class: TH-4-15
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Class: TH-4-17
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Class: TH-4-18
Thursday
1:00-5:00

Karen Kotecki

Pam Milat

$ 45.00
4 Hrs.

21" L x 3 1/2" W x 4" H
Intermediate

Petite French Baguette Basket

Cindy Pauchey

$ 30.00
4 Hrs.

$ 65.00
4 Hrs.

3" H x 9" D
Advanced Beginner

14" L x 7 3/4" W x 9" H w/o handle
Beginner

Sandy Atkinson

Mary and Jimmie Earl McKinzie

Round She Goes

Starved Rock Tote Basket

Not only great for serving breads, but try
crackers, cookies, candy or jewelry on
your dresser. Woven on an oval wood
base with black staves, four rod wale,
space dyed reed in gold, navy, hunter and
wine, with a black rim, lashed in Hamburg
dyed black cane. This is a stunning basket
to use and display.

Start with a wood base and dyed spokes.
Triple twining with round reed dyed to
match the spokes frames the continuous
weave done with natural reed. Emphasis
will be on shaping. Assorted color choices
will be offered.

Starved Rock Tote was designed for the
2018 Land of Lincoln Basketweavers
Starved Rock event. This useful basket is
woven on a D handle. Techniques
include: Filling a base using the 'chicken
feet' method, twining, triple twining with
step-up and a 'cross-stitch' weave. Accent
colors are green and turquoise blue.
Embellishment is a pretty metal flower.
Additional tool needed: Metal spoke
weight is handy.

Class: FR-6-20
Friday
8:00-3:00

Class: FR-6-21
Friday
8:00-3:00

Class: FR-6-22
Friday
8:00-3:00

$ 58.00
6 Hrs.

$ 41.00
6 Hrs.

Bonnie Rideout

$ 50.00
6 Hrs.
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14" L x 8" W x 13" H w/o handle
Advanced Beginner

12" L x 12" W x 2" H
Advanced

10 1/5" H x 3 1/2" D
Advanced Beginner

By The Sea

Weaving Around the Blocks
Tray

Nantucket Straw Container

Debbie Hurd

Laura Lee Zanger

Jan Beyma

Weave this nice large tote to use this
summer. Leather handles, space-dyed reed
and a complimentary small towel makes it
outstanding. Techniques include: woven
base with fillers, paired weavers, overlays,
double lashing and adding base supports.
Wooden feet are provided to add after
basket is dry.
Additional tools needed: Weave Rite™
small bent tip packer & spoke weight

This tray is made using the Chitimacha 4-1
twill technique and design called
"Something Around". It's an interesting
design when done in the positive and
negative contrasting color blocks. The
sides are a 4-4 twill that steps up into the
sides. Experience with Twill and
Additional tools needed: Metal spoke
weight & alligator clips

and some twill knowledge needed.

Class: FR-8-23
Friday
8:00-5:00

Class: FR-8-24
Friday
8:00-5:00

Class: FR-8-25
Friday
8:00-5:00

$ 85.00
8 Hrs.

reading a graph a must.

$ 75.00
8 Hrs.

Students will use a plastic container as the
mold that remains part of finished basket.
Cane stave and weavers will be used to
construct basket. Students will learn a fun
twill and techniques of Nantucket weaving
and finishing. Finish off with cherry rim
and lid. Base, rim & lid pre-finished.
Basket pre-started to insure you will
finish. Nantucket weaving experience
Tool kit will be provided for class use.

$ 80.00
8 Hrs.

6" H x 10" D
Intermediate

8" H x 8" D
Advanced

16" L x 12" W x 16" H w/o handle
Intermediate

Black and White Cross
Stitched Basket

Dianne Gleixner

Pizzazz

Essential Basketweaver Carryall

This somewhat urn shaped bowl starts
with round wood base, features triple
twining with step-up, twill weave, chase
weaving, and a stacked rim lashed with
waxed linen. Emphasis on shaping, the
twill weave and triple twined chase twill
weave. Prior twill experience is necessary.
Students may not finish the rim lashing in
class. Prior twill experience required.
Additional tools needed: Small packer
& large eyed, blunt tip tapestry needle

This is 3 baskets in one with lots of
bonuses. The large basket is woven on a
wooden base attached to a sturdy
shopping cart. A tool basket woven on
divided frame rests on two heavy dowels
inside the large basket and creates a
hidden spot underneath. A small basket is
woven and added to back to hold your
spray and drinking bottles.
Additional tools needed: Packing tools
plus, lots of clothespins and zip ties

Class: FR-8-27
Friday
8:00-5:00

Class: FR-8-29
Friday
8:00-5:00

Pat Moore

This beautiful black and white basket is
woven on a wooden base with small white
spokes and wider black spokes. The
weaving is also done with black and white
reed creating a beautiful design which is
completed by adding diagonal overlays.
Finished with round cabinet handles.

Class: FR-8-26
Friday
8:00-5:00

$ 66.00
8 Hrs.

Julie Kleinrath

$ 72.00
8 Hrs.

$ 185.00
8 Hrs.
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14" L x 10" W x 6" H
Intermediate

11" H x 6 1/2" D
Advanced

10" L x 7" W x 2 1/2" H
Beginner

Tree Of Life

Sharon Klusmann

Quilted

Karen Kotecki

Circuitry

This practical, beautiful basket in natural
and gray features a woven base, all
start/stop weaving and fancy lattice
overlay using bleached hamburg cane.
Learn to cap your seagrass filler with reed
and outline your rim lacer with gray waxed
linen. You will receive this lovely
removable canvas insert with handles and
decorated with gray trees.

Quilted starts on a wood base with narrow
slot. Continuously weave to create quilted
stacks of diamonds. Elegant inside and
out. Attention to tension, counting, graph
reading, all while keeping careful shaping
are essential skills to be successful. Spokes
are glued to the rim row and the rim is
lashed with poly cord. Advanced skills

An eye catching handy catchall tray that is
woven in the 1-3-5 twill style with 3
shades of color. This is the perfect sized
tray to catch keys and loose change -- a
'man' tray. Choice of brown or blue
shades at class time.
Additional tool needed: Tapestry
needle

Class: FR-8-30
Friday
8:00-5:00

$ 69.00
8 Hrs.

Pam Milat

required.

Additional tool needed: Insta-Cure+™
super glue

Class: FR-8-31
Friday
8:00-5:00

$ 85.00
8 Hrs.

Class: FR-8-32
Friday
8:00-5:00

$ 45.00
8 Hrs.

13" L x 13" W x 8" H w/o handle
Advanced Beginner

12" L x 10" W x 15" H w/handle
Beginner

American Pie

Oval Melon Basket
Cindy Pauchey

Debbie Hurd

Woven in red and navy, this patriotic pie
basket starts on a wood base and can hold
2 deep dish pies. Stack them in the basket
with the insert included. Enough room to
still get your hands into the basket to lift
out those pies. Rim overlaps are hidden by
the shaker tape handles that are uniquely
secured with brass rivets. The rim has an
overlay and stitched with waxed cord.
Additional tools needed: Tapestry
needle & Insta-Cure+™ super glue

This is a basic melon basket made with
oval oak hoops. Learn to measure and cut
ribs to produce your own shape. First set
of ribs are primary ribs. Later cut and
measure secondary ribs. This type of
basket is native to the Appalachian
Mountain area. A braided handle is woven
and makes the basket very sturdy. Next a
lip on the rim is just an added touch of
beauty to this large basket.
Additional tool needed: Paring knife

Easton is woven on a hardwood base and
has black leather handles. Techniques
include: 4-rod wale, adding overlays,
continuous weaving with a lazy stitch,
triple twine arrows and double lashing. An
embellishment is added to the side last.
Additional tool Needed: Weave Rite™
small bent tip packer

Class: FR-8-33
Friday
8:00-5:00

Class: FR-8-34
Friday
8:00-5:00

Class: ST-6-35
Saturday
8:00-3:00

Debbie Mroczenski

$ 80.00
8 Hrs.

$ 85.00
8 Hrs.

11" L x 6" W x 6" H w/o handle
Intermediate

Easton

$ 50.00
6 Hrs.
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15" L x 10" W x 6" H w/o handle
Intermediate

15" L x 4 1/2" W x 5 1/2" H w/o handle

Advanced Beginner

20" L x 10" W x 14" H w/handle
Advanced Beginner

Oval Carrier with Braided
Handle Wrap

For Ewe from Me

Lattice Market

Dianne Gleixner

Beginning an oval slotted wood base with
attached handle, students will insert
spokes, twine, chase weave sides while
continually focusing on shaping. Cross
stitch technique is woven with dyed reed,
and a triple twining row added. Braided
handle wrap is woven with cane before
rim is lashed. Choice in accent color.
Additional tool needed: Quick curing
super glue

Class: ST-6-36
Saturday
8:00-3:00

$ 72.00
6 Hrs.

Julie Kleinrath

Sharon Klusmann

Woven on a "D" Handle in denim blue
reed. The curls are added to the basket as
you weave. We will work on placing the
curls around the wooden sheep (one on
each side) as the basket is woven. The
handle has been wrapped with flat reed
around dyed round reed.
Additional tool needed: Your favorite
packing tool

This striking basket features fancy lattice
weaving in the center using bleached
hamburg cane. It has a woven filled base
using natural and colored spokes. The side
weaving is all start/stop with a traditional
rim. Available in a variety of colors.

Class: ST-6-37
Saturday
8:00-3:00

Class: ST-6-38
Saturday
8:00-3:00

$ 55.00
6 Hrs.

$ 65.00
6 Hrs.

6" H x 9" D
Intermediate

19 1/2" L x 11 3/4" W x 5 1/2" H w/o handle

Waves

Williamsburg Gathering Basket
Bonnie Rideout

Debbie Mroczenski

Waves starts on round wood base with
narrow slot. Careful shaping creates a
gently-flared bottom section of weaving.
The center Waves section of stacked
wood beads and open-weave spokes is
framed by 4-rod waling rows, a balanced
wale that looks the same inside and
outside. Glued spokes, half-round rims
and poly cord lashing finish this basket.
Additional tool needed: Insta-Cure+™
super glue

The Williamsburg Gathering Basket is a
great basket to stash yarn or anything else!
It starts with a woven, filled base with a
Williamsburg handle. The accent color is
black with a wood veneer strip and
homespun fabric. Little ball feet and the
cute sheep embellishment complete this
large basket.
Additional tool needed: Metal spoke
weight is handy.

Samantha starts on an oval wood base.
Get to the dynamic lashed section using
triple twining with step-ups, start/stop
weaving and adding dyed cane overlays.
Learn the Lash technique that secures the
weavers with dyed cane on the top
section. The rim is a colorful combination
of waxed cord and a cane overlay.
Additional tools needed: InstaCure+™ super glue

Class: ST-6-39
Saturday
8:00-3:00

Class: ST-6-40
Saturday
8:00-3:00

Class: ST-6-41
Saturday
8:00-3:00

Advanced Beginner

Karen Kotecki

$ 65.00
6 Hrs.

$ 55.00
6 Hrs.

8 1/2" L x 7 1/2" W x 6 " H
Advanced Beginner

Samantha

$ 50.00
6 Hrs.
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15" H x 12" D w/handle
Advanced

10" H x 10" D
Intermediate

6" H x 9" D
Advanced Beginner

Lake Superior
Sandy Atkinson

Safari Chic

Laura Lee Zanger

Large Nantucket Fruit Bowl

Second in series of Great Lakes Baskets.
Woven on Williamsburg handle, class
stresses shaping so basket flows with
handle. Triple twine, center rim, shoe and
fitted lid are all techniques taught. Base
layout and lid layout are spoke fashion
with a twist here and there for more
design and challenge. Kit includes an
actual stone from Lake Superior that can
be attached to the basket. Some shaping

This basket begins with a basic round base
using three colors. A round base gadget is
included to help weave the perfect circle.
The sides are a chase weave using the
same three colors. The color you select to
weave with at any given time will allow
you to create your own unique visual color
design.The rim is covered with
Philodendron sheaths and embellished
with feathers and a seashell.

Students will learn to start and finish a
Nantucket basket by inserting the cane
staves into the base. They will also learn to
incorporate a twill pattern in the basket
with cane weavers. Basket is woven over a
large acrylic bowl mold. Mold is for class
use only. Cherry base and cheater rim will
be pre-finished.
Tool kit will be provided for class use.

Class: ST-8-42
Saturday
8:00-5:00

Class: ST-8-43
Saturday
8:00-5:00

Class: ST-8-44
Saturday
8:00-5:00

experience needed.

$ 64.00
8 Hrs.

12" L x 3 1/2" W x 15" H w/handle
Beginner

Wonky Tote

Jan Beyma

$ 95.00
8 Hrs.

11" L x 8" W x 7" H
Advanced

3" H x 7 1/2" D
Beginner

$ 85.00
8 Hrs.

Pat Moore

Mary and Jimmie Earl McKinzie

Adria

Quilt Block

This basket incorporates multi colored
weavers and is then finished with diagonal
spokes creating small colored openings.
Basket is finished with nice leather
handles. Very colorful tote.

The multitude of spokes and rows that
make up this advanced basket give it a
delicate appearance. The wood base and
attention to shaping result in a lovely oval
shape. Color choices will be available for
the dyed and space-dyed reed used in the
triple twining and start-stop weave.

A 7.5" diameter bowl of brilliant colors
with a base woven in a 1-3-5 twill style
and completed with continuous weave.
This beauty could be a display piece or
used for a bread basket.
Additional tool needed: Tapestry
needle

Class: ST-8-45
Saturday
8:00-5:00

Class: ST-8-47
Saturday
8:00-5:00

Class: ST-8-49
Saturday
8:00-5:00

$ 56.00
8 Hrs.

$ 58.00
8 Hrs.

Pam Milat

$ 50.00
8 Hrs.
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30" L x 12" W x 12" H w/handle
Advanced

14" L x 4" W x 4 1/2" H
Beginner

7" L x 4" W x 4" H w/o handle
Intermediate

X-Large Bread Basket

Windowsill Herb Basket
Cathy Sylvester

Graditude

Debbie Hurd

A great challenge for any basket weaver.
Measure and cut ribs to create sculptural
shape. Add not only primary and
secondary ribs but a third set as well.
Braided handle and side ribs are the first
part and somewhat advanced. Techniques
include: dropping off weaving, measuring
ribs, braided handle, rib spacing and
added twist on rims. Experience with

Weave this botanical basket which fits 4
inch wide mouth pint jars to grow your
favorite herbs in your kitchen windowsill.
Basic
weaving
techniques
and
overweaving embellishment will be taught.
Beginning Weavers Welcome.
Basic weaving tools needed. Teacher
will lend to students without tools.

This fun basket is woven on an oval
hardwood base. Techniques include: 4-rod
wale, paired triple twining and basic
weaving skills. Colors are black & gray to
accent the metal tie-on. Tie-on choices
are: teacher, mom, dad, sister.

Class: SN-4-51
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Class: SN-4-52
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Cindy Pauchey

ribbed baskets helpful.

Additional tool needed: Weaving knife

Class: ST-SN-12-50
$ 125.00
Sat.-Sun. 8:00-5:00 8:00-12:00 12 Hrs.

$ 38.00
4 Hrs.

$ 39.00
4 Hrs.

8"-10" H x 7"-10" D w/handle
Advanced Beginner

14" L x 14" W x 12" H
Advanced Beginner

3" H x 9" D
Beginner

White Birch Ribbed Basket

Quad Point Footstool

Nantucket Muffin Basket

Woven on a white birch branch this
ribbed basket is a unique design. Woven
into the pattern are eyelash yarns in
variegated colors, which student will have
a choice of, along with the brown shades
of reed. Each bent branch handle will be
different, no two alike. The handle will be
drilled and preset with ribs, ready to
weave on.

Seat is woven in four point quad twill in
two colors. Learn two patterns,
challenging
quad twill with the
checkerboard on the underside. Shaker
tape and nylon webbing colors available to
choose. The pine stool comes stained and
sealed, ready to weave. Stool not to be
used as a stepping Stool.
Additional tool needed: Long shank
weaving tool or long knitting needle, 4
medium clamps

Students will learn the basics of setting up
and weaving a Nantucket basket. Stakes
and weavers are cane. Basket is woven
over a plastic mold for class use. The base
and cheater rim are cherry and will be prefinished.
Tool kit will be provided for class use.

Class: SN-4-53
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Class: SN-4-54
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Class: SN-4-55
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Sandy Atkinson

$ 50.00
4 Hrs.

Steve Atkinson

$ 54.00
4 Hrs.

Jan Beyma

$ 65.00
4 Hrs.
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3" H x 6" D
Advanced Beginner

Lg: 9" H x 5" D - Sm: 9" H x 4" D
Advanced Beginner

9" L x 12" W x 6" H w/o handle
Advanced Beginner

6 inch Nantucket Bowl

Basket Full of Wipes

Foraging Basket

You will be weaving a Nantucket Bowl on
a class mold using cane staves as well as
smaller cane weavers on a round base.
Basket is rimmed with a 6 inch wooden
rim which gives a nice finish.
Additional tool needed: Small bent
sharp packing tool

Want to cover up the Clorox Wipes so
you can leave them out on your counter?
Weave ONE of these continuous twilled
space dyed baskets to do just that. They
both have a wooden base and 2-piece
wooden lid with knob to hide your
container. Specify LG or SM and Specify
Pastel Space Dyed OR Autumn Space
Dyed.

Students will weave an open weave, upset
the spokes, then do a continuous weave
up the sides. Emphasis will be on shaping
so the back is flat and the front pouches
out. The shaker tape handle is adjustable
so the basket can be worn different ways.

Class: SN-4-56
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Class: SN-4-57
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Class: SN-4-58
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Pat Moore

$ 62.00
4 Hrs.

7" L x 4 1/2" W x 11 1/2" H w/handle
Beginner

Snowman Tote

Sharon Klusmann

$ 48.00
4 Hrs.

Dianne Gleixner

$ 55.00
4 Hrs.

7" H x 7" D
Advanced Beginner

18" L x 6 1/2" W x 7" H w/o handle
Beginner

Julie Kleinrath

Karen Kotecki

Azalea

Mantel Basket

This woven base basket is a very simple
weave and is finished with a notched
handle. The basket is embellished with a
white washed picket fence and a snowman
painted by the instructor. The picket fence
is embellished with red bows added
periodically to the fence pickets
Additional tool needed: Your favorite
packing tool

Azalea is pretty in pink. Start on a round
oak base with narrow slot. A simple twill
gets you up the sides. Shaping to get that
nice rounded bottom will be stressed.
Arrows, top and bottom, frame the woven
and stacked top section. You will love the
braided rim that is no-glue, no cut-andtuck.

This pretty basket would look great filled
with flowers on your mantel or anywhere
else you choose to use it. Techniques
include: weaving a filled base, twining and
decreased weaving. Accent color is black.
Attractive, large buttons complete this
useful basket.

Class: SN-4-59
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Class: SN-4-60
Sunday
8:00-12:00

Class: SN-4-61
Sunday
8:00-12:00

$ 35.00
4 Hrs.

Bonnie Rideout

$ 45.00
4 Hrs.

$ 45.00
4 Hrs.

Open Classes ~ 2019 MBG “Come Weave with Us” – June 4, 2019

6" H x 8" D
Advanced Beginner

Harvest Bead

Debbie Mroczenski
Woven in a harvest brown color, this
round reed basket starts on a round wood
base. Techniques include triple twining
with step-ups and chase woven shadowweave. Wood beads add an artistic accent.
The braided rim adds an elegant finish.
Additional tools needed: InstaCure+™ super glue

Class: SN-4-63
Sunday
8:00-12:00

$ 40.00
4 Hrs.

